NOTE: To view the list of organisations who have endorsed the Principles on Equality please scroll down to the end of this document.

INDIVIDUAL SIGNATORIES TO THE DECLARATION OF PRINCIPLES ON EQUALITY

Elchin Abdullayev (Azerbaijan), Chairman, Democratic Institutions and Human Rights Social Union (DIHRSU), Baku

Liz Adams (UK), University of Sussex, Brighton

Adetiba Sunday Adeolu (Nigeria), Human Rights Advocate, Universal Rights, Ikeja, Lagos

Madeleine Afite (Cameroon), Action by Christians for Abolition of Torture, Littoral Branch, Human Rights House of Cameroon, Douala

Silvan Agius (Malta), Policy and Programmes Officer, ILGA-Europe (The European Region of the International Lesbian and Gay Association), Brussels

Morgan Ahern (USA), Lolo Dildo: Roma Against Racism, Seattle, WA

Eileen Ahmad (UK), Citizen, London

Raza Ahmad (Pakistan), Development Professional, Lahore

Ikhtisad Ahmed (Bangladesh), Consultant, RJ Group Consultants, London

Marya Ahmed (UK), SOAS Students’ Union, London

Sanchia Alasia (UK), Equality specialist, London

Ludmilla Alekseeva (Russia), Chair, Moscow Helsinki Group, Moscow

Harry Alexiev (Bulgaria), The Commission for Protection from Discrimination, Sofia

Nimo Ali Yuosuf (Somalia), HORNWATCH, Hargeisa


Victoria Allum (UK), Teaching Assistant, London
C. Hammer Anderson (USA), Journalist, St. Louis

Marissa Angeles (Mexico), Citizen

Hiljmnijeta Apuk (Kosovo), Director, Voluntary Promotional Program of Disability Mentoring Days (DMD), Mitrovica

Galina Arapova (Russia), Director, The Mass Media Defence Centre, Senior Media Lawyer, Voronezh
Bradley Archer (UK), Retail, London

Aashish Arora (India), Citizen, Pune

Aleko Asenov (Belgium), Centre Integration de Rroms en Europe, Liège

Sue Ashtiany (UK), Partner, Nabarro ; Trustee, The Equal Rights Trust, London

Irena Ateljevic (The Netherlands), Academic, Wageningen University, Amsterdam

Mioara Avodhani (UK), Member, Romanian Roma Community in London, London

Miki Avidan (UK), Gardener, London

Ashot Ayrapetyan (Russia), Director, Center for Interethnic Cooperation, Moscow

Fateh Azzam (-)*, Regional Representative for the Middle East, Office of the United Nations High Commissioner for Human Rights; Chairman, Board of Trustees, Arab Human Rights Fund, Beirut

Jordan Lewis Baker (UK), Student, Citizen

Liza Baker (UK), Member of the Traveller Community, London

Minnie Baker (UK), Citizen, London

Sharon Baker (UK), Citizen, London

Vladimir Ban (Latvia), Citizen, Liepaja

Vera Ban (Latvia), Citizen, Liepaja

Nick Banerd (Canada), Citizen, Kelowna

Reinaldo Barbosa (Portugal), Citizen, Lisbon
Karoly Bard (Hungary), Professor of Law; Chair, Human Rights Program, Central European University, Budapest

Mieke Barnaards (Belgium), Citizen

John Barugh (UK), Researcher, Active Research, East Boldon

Rosa Barugh (UK), Teacher, London

Azam Bayburdi (Russia/Hungary), Expert on Oriental Studies, Budapest

Emmanuel Bayeni (The Republic of Congo), Centre des Droits de L’Homme et du Developpement (CDHD), Brazzaville

Nurcan Baysal (Turkey), Founder, Development Centre, Diyarbakir

Adrian Beattie (UK), Citizen, Belfast

Imogen Beazley (UK), Citizen, Manchester

Bob Beer (Turkey), Citizen, Istanbul

Maggie Beirne (Ireland/UK), Human Rights and Conflict expert, London

Yordanka Bekirska-Dimitrova (Bulgaria), Attorney-at-Law, Sofia

Christine Bell (Ireland/UK), Professor of Public International Law; Co-Director, Transitional Justice Institute, University of Ulster, Londonderry

Mark Bell (UK), Professor of Law, University of Leicester, Leicester

Linda Bellos (UK), Director, Diversity Solutions Consultancy Ltd, Norwich

Slim Ben Achour (France), Head of the ‘For equal treatment, against discriminations’ commission of the Syndicat des Avocats de France (SAF), Paris

Mariana Berbec Rostas (Hungary), Open Society Justice Initiative, Budapest

Jelena Berdnikova (Latvia), Teacher, Riga

Blaise Sevidzem Berinyuy (Cameroon), Solicitor and Human Rights Advocate; Representative, Berinyuy Women Development Cooperative, Buea

Christopher Bernard (UK), Solicitor, London
Violeta Beširević (Serbia), Vice Dean, Union University Law School Belgrade; Research Associate, CEU Centre for Ethics and Law in Biomedicine, Belgrade

Sarah Billbard (UK), Citizen, Lendand

E. Shea Bir (Turkey), Student, Istanbul

Andras Biro (Hungary), Recipient of the Alternative Nobel Prize (1995), Budapest

Michael Black (UK), Civil Engineer

S. Blakemore (UK), Citizen, Sheffield

Drew Blanton (USA), Citizen, New Mexico

Aleksandra Bojadzieva (FYR Macedonia), Roma Democratic Development Association "Sonce", Tetovo

Pam Boland (USA), Citizen, Georgia

Kristina Borisova (Bulgaria), Citizen

Tapan Kumar Bose (Nepal), Secretary General, South Asia Forum for Human Rights; Trustee, The Equal Rights Trust, Kathmandu

Pierre Bosset (Canada), Professor, Department of Law, Université du Québec à Montréal (UQAM), Montréal

Kevin Boyle (Ireland), Professor, Department of Law and Human Rights Centre, University of Essex, Colchester

Nicolas Bradley (UK), Haringey Children's Services, London

Rebecca Brand (UK), Amnesty, London

Ilze Brands-Kehris (Latvia), Executive Director, Latvian Centre for Human Rights, Riga

Maria Virginia Bras Gomes (Portugal), Member of the United Nations Committee on Economic, Social and Cultural Rights (CESC), Lisbon

David Brasier (UK), a person of British Gypsy origin, Brentwood

Philipp Braun (Germany), Co-Secretary General, International Lesbian and Gay Association, Bonn
Zuzana Brejcha (Austria), Film Director (documentaries), Vienna

Gill Britto (UK), Teacher, Edinburgh

Douglas Brough (UK), Discussion Group Moderator and Webmaster, German World Alliance, Kent

Cramer Brown (UK), Citizen, Dunstable

Vivian Bruce-Tetteh (Ghana), Executive Director, Voice of the Voiceless Foundation, Accra

Agnes Bruszt (Hungary), CEU Student, Budapest

Valerijs Buhvalovs (Latvia), MP; Member of For Human Rights in a United Latvia (FHRUL), political group of the Saeima (Parliament of Latvia), Riga

Charlotte Bunch (USA), Executive Director, Center for Women’s Global Leadership, Rutgers, The State University of New Jersey, New Brunswick, N.J.

Ung Bunthan (Cambodia), Consultant, Cambodian League for the Promotion and Defence of Human Rights (LICADHO), Phnom Penh

Martin Burrell (UK), Minister, Church of England, Luton

Chiara Butti (Italy), Student, School of Oriental and African Studies, London

Vladimirs Buzajevs (Latvia), MP; Member of For Human Rights in a United Latvia (FHRUL) political group of the Saeima (Parliament of Latvia), Riga

Stephanie Byway (UK), Citizen, London

John Cahill (UK), Trainee solicitor, London

Claude Cahn (France), Head of Advocacy Unite, Centre on Housing Rights and Evictions (COHRE), Geneva

Alison Cambery (UK), Citizen, London

Wang Caoxu (China), Citizen, Qingdao

Arron Carr (UK), Student, Greenwich University, Essex

Alexandra Carrion (UK), Citizen, London
Nicola Carter (UK), The Equal Rights Trust, London

Irene Casado (Spain), Student, Murcia

Fabrizio Casavola (Italy), Mahalla, Milan

Mary Casey (UK), Traveller, Birmingham

M. Inés Cedrón (Spain), Fundación Secretariado Gitano, Madrid

Suhas Chakma (India), Director, Asian Centre for Human Rights, New Delhi

Shami Chakrabarti (UK), Director, Liberty; Trustee, The Equal Rights Trust, London

Jeremy Chang (), Imperial College London, Taipei

Joseph Chikwemba (Malawi), Centre for Harmony Amongst the Races in Malawi (CHARM), Blantyre

Elinor Chisholm (New Zealand), Student, Wellington

Tufyal Choudhury (UK), Lecturer in Law, University of Durham, Durham

Sofiane Chouiter (Algeria), Ligue Algerienne pour la Defense des Droits de l’Homme (LADHD), Constantine

Ramon Christian (UK), Citizen, London

Boris Cilevics (Latvia), Member of Parliament of Latvia; Chairman of the Sub-Committee on Rights of Minorities of the Parliamentary Assembly of the Council of Europe, Riga

Aissatou Cisse (Senegal), Human Rights Activist, Dakar

Michele Citoni (Italy), Journalist and Video maker, Rome

Jarlath Clifford (Ireland), Legal Officer, The Equal Rights Trust, London

Sorcha Clifford (Ireland), Press Officer, NDPB, London

Victoria Cobley (UK), Police, Camberley

Barbara Cohen (UK), Discrimination law consultant, London
Desmond Cohen (UK), formerly Dean of Social Sciences, University of Sussex; Director of the HIV/AIDS Programme UNDP, Brighton

Emil Cohen (Bulgaria), President, Tolerance Foundation; Member of the Board, Bulgarian Helsinki Committee, Sofia

Piero Colacicchi (Italy), Director, Associazione osservAzione, Florence

Bob Collins (UK), Chief Commissioner, Equality Commission for Northern Ireland, Belfast

Rachel Cook (UK), Citizen, Shrewsbury

Andrea Coomber (Australia/UK), Legal Practice Director, Interights, London

Natalia Corjescu (Bulgaria), Citizen, Sofia

Marilyn Corry (UK), Citizen, London

Gheortu Cosmin (UK), Volunteer, Housing

Mary Coussey (UK), Equality and diversity consultant, Cambridge

Andreas Coutts (UK), Sales Advisor, London

Rachel Cox (UK), Salesperson, London

Ben Craig (UK), Citizen, Manchester

Gina Csanyi (Canada), Co-Chair of the Board of Directors, Toronto Roma Community Centre, Toronto

Flor Cubero (Costa Rica), University for Peace, San Jose

Gail Dair (Australia), Citizen, Perth

Steve Dale (Australia), Citizen

Les Dalisay (UK), Analyst, London

Maja Daruwala (India), Director, Commonwealth Human Rights Initiative, New Delhi

Mrinmoy Das (India), HUMAN Network India, Kolkata

Morgan Davies (UK), Musician, Composer, Musicologist, School of Oriental and African Studies, London
Nicole Davies (UK), Citizen, Brighton
Samantha Davies (UK), Student, London
Anna Davis (USA), UNHCR, New York
Megan Davis (UK), Citizen, Oxford
Bayezid Dawla (Bangladesh), Executive Director, Civic Bangladesh, Dhaka
Wang Debang (China), Freelance Writer, Beijing
Amal De Chickera (Sri Lanka), Consultant - Stateless Persons in Detention Programme, Equal Rights Trust, Colombo
Helle Degn (Denmark), Former Minister of Denmark and Commissioner; President of OSCE Parliamentary Assembly; MP and Chairperson of Mandela Centre Denmark; President of the Equal Rights Council of Denmark, Copenhagen
Patrick Delaney (Australia), Lawyer, Canberra
Mónica De las Casas Alegre (Peru), Executive Director, Latin American and Caribbean Committee for the Defense of Women’s Rights, Lima
Julien Delvaux (Belgium), Student, Brussels
Timuçin Dereli (Turkey), PhD Student, Ankara
Olivier De Schutter (Belgium), United Nations Special Rapporteur on the right to food; Professor in the University of Louvain (UCL) and College of Europe (Natolin) Faculte de Droit, Louvain
Disha Dewan (India), Student, Imperial College London, Pune
Pavan Dhaliwa (UK), Race on the Agenda, London
Tony Dickens (UK), Teacher, London
Xavier Díez de Urdanivia (Mexico), Instituto Miguel Ramos Arizpe, Saltillo, Coah
Aleksejs Dimitrovs (Latvia), Co-chairman, Latvian Human Rights Committee, Riga
Suzanne Dixon (UK), Citizen, London
Andi Dobrushi (Hungary), Senior Staff Attorney, European Roma Rights Centre, Budapest
Rommel Dorado (Philippines), IT Consultant, Manila

Alexandra Douglas (Greece), Citizen

Jenny Douglas (UK), Unite the Union, Dundee

Elisa Dowd (USA), American Veterinary Medical Association

Anthony Drummond (UK), Manager, Central & Cecil, London

Mark Dubovsky (Latvia), Citizen, Riga

Ariel Dulitzky (USA), Visiting Professor of Law and Latin American Studies and Associate Director, Bernard and Audre Rapoport Center for Human Rights and Justice, University of Texas School of Law, Austin, TX

David Dunkleberger (USA), Citizen, Pennsylvania

Admir Duraj (Albania), Studio D – Legal & Strategic Thinking, Tirana

Lydia Alpizar Duran (Mexico), Association for Women's Rights in Development (AWID), Mexico City

Guy du Vaure (UK), French Teacher, London

Ronald Dworkin (USA), Professor of Philosophy, Frank Henry Sommer Professor of Law, New York University, New York, NY

Yuri Dzhibladze (Russia), President, Centre for Development of Democracy and Human Rights, Moscow

Gemma East (UK), Citizen, London

Madelaine Eaton (USA), Parent of a Roma child, San Francisco

Pride Anya Ebile (Cameroon), SCNC, Writer for human rights online magazines, Bamenda

Salim Ebrahim (South Africa), Advocate, Johannesburg

Hywel Ebsworth (Wales), Citizen, London

Teresa Echeverria (UK), CASAHA Refugee Health Centre, London

Maxim M. Efimov (Russia), Karelian regional branch, Youth Human Rights Group (YHRG), Petrozavodsk
Hans Ueli Ellenberger (Switzerland), Husband of the Roma writer Mariella Mehr (http://www.mariellamehr.com), Supporter of International Romani Writers Association (http://www.romaniwriters.com), Lucignano

Philip Elliot (UK), Manager, London

Scott Elliott (Canada), Roma Rights Network (http://www.romarights.net), Vancouver

Majda El Muhtaj (Indonesia), Chairperson, Study Centre for Human Rights at the State University of Medan, North Sumatra

Darcey Ensor (New Zealand), Mother of two; Project manager for a leading consumer agency in the mental health sector; Nichiren Buddhist practitioner and member of SGINZ, Wellington

Ricardo Gustavo Espeja (Argentina), Honorary Member, Kurdish PEN Centre; Award Recipient, San Miguel de Allende PEN Centre, Córdoba

David Esquith (UK), Student, Citizen

Lee Evans (UK), Citizen, London

Mark Evans (UK), Designer, London

Peter Evans (Spain), Citizen, Barcelona

Marcia Everett (USA), Citizen, North Carolina

Lisbeth Evoli (Mexico), Citizen, P.F

Joy Ngozi Ezeilo (Nigeria), Founding Director, Women Aid Collective (WACOL); United Nations Special Rapporteur on trafficking persons, especially women and children, Enugu

Richard Fagan (UK), PhD Student, London

Li Fangping (China), Human rights lawyer, Public Interest Law Project, Beijing

Musa Moris Farhi (UK), Writer, MBE, FRLS, FRGS, London

Willy Fautré (Belgium), Director, Human Rights Without Frontiers Int., Brussels

Nora Feldmar (Hungary), c2c, Budapest
István Fenyvesi (Belgium), Assistant to a Member of the European Parliament, Brussels

Isabel Fernandez (Spain), Seller, Seville

David Fernandez Davalos (Mexico), Rector de la Universidad Iberoamericana Puebla, Puebla

Carolina Fernandez Blanco (Argentina), Lawyer, London

Dania Fielden (UK) Student, Imperial College London, London

Viliam Figusch (Slovakia), Information Office of the Council of Europe in Slovakia, Bratislava

Ivan Fiser (UK), Research and Advocacy Director, The Equal Rights Trust, London

Jim Fitzgerald (UK), Communications Officer, Equal Rights Trust, London

Doina Florescu (Romania), Retired English and French school teacher, Bucharest

Hacer Foggo (Turkey), Roma Activist, Sulukule Roma Culture Development and Solidarity Association, Istanbul

Hannah Fone (UK), Citizen, London

May Fong (Australia), Designer, Sydney

Lorenza Belinda Fontana (Italy), Sant’Anna School of Advanced Studies, Pisa

Anne-Marie Forker (UK), Human Rights Law Research Student & Legal Editor, London

Asim Foroze (UK), Department of Health, London

Linzi Foster-Nicholson (UK), Citizen, Manchester

Carole Frank (UK), Citizen, London

Sandra Fredman (South/UK), Professor of Law, Oxford University, Oxford

Ellen Freeman (UK), Nursery Worker, London

Pete Freeman (UK), School of Oriental and African Studies, London

Jose Manuel Fresno Garcia (Spain), Executive Director, Fundacion Luis Vives, Madrid

Massimo Frigo (Italy), International Commission of Jurists, Geneva
Akiko Frischhu (Switzerland), PhD Student, Geneva

Michel Fromont (France), Professor, Universite Paris I Pantheon-Sorbonne

Daniela Furtunova (Bulgaria), Bulgarian Helsinki Committee, Sofia

Marcin Galent (Poland), Lecturer, Jagiellonian University, Krakow

Andrew Gardner (United Kingdom), Human Rights Activist, London

Jennifer Gardner (USA), Citizen, Florida

Roberto Gargarella (Argentina), Professor of Constitutional Law, University of Torcuato di Tella, Buenos Aires

Marguerite Garling (UK), Technical Advisor on Protection and Rule of Law, The IRC, London

Sanjay Gathia (India), Human Rights Practitioner and Election Observer, Bangkok

Chandika Gautam (Nepal), Chairperson, JC International English School, Kathmandu

Jan Ge (UK), Student, London School of Economics, London

Konstanty Gebert (Poland), Publisher, Midrasz, Warsaw

Alejandro Becerra Gelover (Mexico), Director, Outreach and International Affairs, National Council for the Prevention of Discrimination, Mexico City

Simeon Georgiev (Bulgaria), SW Developer, Sofia

Todor Georgiev (Bulgaria), Human Rights Project, Sofia

Gheorghe Ecaterina Georgsus (Romania), Romanian Helsinki Committee, Craiova

Anatoly Gerasimov (Israel), Citizen, Netanya

Elica Gerginova (Bulgaria), Bulgarian Helsinki Committee, Sofia

Dharam Ghai (Kenya), Former Director, United Nations Research Institute for Social Development, Geneva
Nicolae Gheorghe (Romania), Independent Civic Activist for Roma affairs and human rights, Bucharest

Kate Gibbard (UK), Citizen, Shrewsbury

Jeremie Gilbert (France), Transitional Justice Institute, Derry

Lucy Gilbert (UK), Citizen, Brighton

Anne Giles (UK), Access to Education Officer for Gypsies, Travellers and Roma, Luton

Bonnie-lee Giles (New Zealand), IT consultant, Hamilton

Luis F Giraldo (USA), Dentist, Oakwood, GA

Irina Gitelman (Israel), AKM, Haifa

Jenny E. Goldschmidt (The Netherlands), Professor in Human Rights Law; Director of the Netherlands Institute for Human Rights (SIM), Utrecht

James A. Goldston (USA), Executive Director, Open Society Justice Initiative, New York

Richard Goldstone (South Africa), Former Justice, Constitutional Court of South Africa, Johannesburg

Colin Gonsalves (India), Founding Director, Human Rights Law Network, New Delhi

Roy Goodwin (UK), Accountant, Surrey

Kasari Govender (Canada), Human Rights Lawyer, Vancouver

Rona Grabowski (UK), Luton Borough Council, Luton

S. Grant (UK), Citizen

Stefanie Grant (UK), Expert in international human rights law; Practicing lawyer, Harrison Grant Solicitors, London

Richard Grayson (UK), Postman, Leeds

Drew Griffith (UK), E-mosaic, Brighton

Karine Grigoryan (Armenia), "Agate" Center for Women with Special Needs, Gyumri

Tierney Grinavic (USA), Citizen, Maryland
R. Gristwood (UK), Citizen, London
Janette Gronfors (Finland), Citizen, Helsinki
Yonko Grozev (Bulgaria), Center for Liberal Strategies, Sofia
Dafina Gueorguieva (Bulgaria), Artist, Calgary
Antonio Guerreiro de Faria Jr (Brazil), Brazilian citizen of Roma origin, Rio de Janeiro
Gencay Gursoy, MD (Turkey), President, Turkish Medical Association, Istanbul
Nino Haindrava (Georgia), Human Rights Lawyer, Tbilisi
Ian Hajbok (UK), Citizen, London
M Halfpenny (UK), Luton Borough Council, Luton
Kenneth Häll (Sweden), Citizen, Linköping
Usman Hamid (Indonesia), Executive Director, KontraS Comite untuk Hilang dan korban Tindak Kekerasan, (The Commission for Disappearance and Victims of Violence), Jakarta
Thomas Hammarberg (Sweden), Council of Europe Commissioner on Human Rights, Strasbourg
Deborah Harding (USA), President, Liberian Education Trust; Former Vice-President, Open Society Institute, Washington DC
Adam Harley (UK), Central & Cecil, Solihull
Julia Harrington (USA), Senior Legal Officer, Equality and Citizenship Program, Open Society Justice Initiative, New York
Rachel Hart (USA), Open Society Institute, New York
S. Jahangir Hasan Masum (Bangladesh), Coastal Development Partnership (CDP), a human rights NGO, Dhaka
Altin Hazizaj (Albania), Children’s Human Rights Centre of Albania (CRCA), Tirana
Wade Henderson (USA), President & CEO, Leadership Conference on Civil Rights, Washington, D.C.
Kristin Henrard (The Netherlands), Associate Professor in constitutional law, Erasmus University, Rotterdam

James Henson (UK), Citizen

Bob Hepple (UK), Chair of the Board, The Equal Rights Trust, London

Esther Holbrook (Hungary), Roma Press Centre, Budapest

Lanna Hollo (France), Director, Hollo Human Rights Consulting, Paris

Dóra Horváth (Hungary), Lawyer, Budapest

David Howe (USA), Law Offices of David Howe PC, West Nyack, NY

Gabriela Hrabanova (Czech Republic), Head of the Office of the Governmental Council for Roma Community Affairs, Government of the Czech Republic, Prague

Nadejda Hriptievschi (Moldova), Public Defender Office, Chisinau

Jay Hughes-Tarrant (UK), Defence Engineer, Weymouth

Nichola Hunt (UK), Citizen, London

Caroline Hurley (Ireland), Civil Servant, Dublin

Rachel Hurst (UK), Director, Disability Awareness in Action; former member of the World Council of Disabled People's International, London

Gil Hyman (Switzerland), EIDS, Geneva

Vasilika Hysi (Albania), Lawyer, Professor at the Law Faculty, Tirana University, Tirana

Okechukwu Ibeanu (Nigeria), United Nations Special Rapporteur on the adverse effects of the illicit movement and dumping of toxic and dangerous products and wastes on the enjoyment of human rights, Nsukka

Columbus Igboanusi (Slovakia), Executive Director, League of Human Rights Advocates, Bratislava

Surat Ilkramov (Uzbekistan), Chair, Initiative Group of Independent Human Rights Defenders of Uzbekistan, Tashkent
Margarita Ilieva (Bulgaria), Deputy-Chairperson and Director of Legal Programmes, Bulgarian Helsinki Committee, Sofia

Azat Imashav (Kyrgyzstan), EU-UNDP Parliament Project, Democratic Governance Programme, Bishkek

Tolekan Ismailova (Kyrgyzstan), Director, Human Rights Centre “Citizens Against Corruption”, Bishkek

Ivan Ivanova (Bulgaria/Belgium), Executive Director, European Roma Information Office, Brussels

Vyara Ivanova (Bulgaria), Bulgarian Helsinki Committee, Sofia

Hassan Jabareen (Israel), Adalah, Haifa

Julia Jackson (UK), Citizen, London

Mia Pascale Jackson (UK), Citizen, London

P. Imrana Jalal (Fiji Islands), Human Rights Advisor, Pacific Regional Rights Resource Team (RRRT), Suva

Jayden James (UK), Citizen, Essex

Lisa James (UK), Citizen, London

Juan Fernando Jaramillo Perez (Colombia), Member of DeJuSticia and professor of the National University of Colombia, Bogota

Lívia Járóka (Hungary), Member of the European Parliament, Brussels

Victoria Jeffries (UK), Student, Kent

Willie Jenkins (USA), Software Engineer, Columbia

Caroline Jones (UK), Director, Diversity Solutions Consultancy Ltd, Norwich

Hywel Ceri Jones (Wales-UK), Former Director, DG Employment, Industrial Affairs and Social Policy, European Commission, London

Joseph G. Jones (UK), Secretary, Gypsy Council (Thames Valley), Thames Valley

Sidney Jones (Indonesia), Senior Advisor, Asia Program, International Crisis Group, Jakarta
Jonas Jonkouskos (Lithuania), Citizen, Kaunas

Lu Jun (China), Director, Beijing Yirnping Center, Beijing

Tijani Kabiru (Nigeria), National Youth Council of Nigeria, Abuja

Andras Kadar (Hungary), Attorney-at-Law; Co-chair of the Hungarian Helsinki Committee, Budapest

Khaleel I. Kadhum (Iraq), Ministry of Human Rights, Baghdad

Hunud Abia Kadouf (Sudan), Former Judge, Court of Appeal - Sudan; Professor of Law, International Islamic University Malaysia, Kuala Lumpur

Adnan Kadribasic (Bosnia & Herzegovina), Legal Advisor, Activist and Human Rights Lawyer; affiliated with the 'Lawyer' in Sarajevo, Sarajevo

Taj Khan Kalash (Pakistan), Kalasha People's Organisation, Chitral NWFP

Anna Kaleri (Latvia), Co-founder, Russian Community Association of Jurmala, Jurmala

Walter Kalin (Switzerland), Professor of Law at Bern University; Representative of the Secretary General on the human rights internally displaced persons, Bern

Sultana Kamal (Bangladesh), Executive Director, Ain-Salish Kendra, Lawyer and Human Rights Activist, Former Advisor to the Government of Bangladesh 2006, Dhaka

Syed Kamal (USA), President, Stateless People in Bangladesh Inc., Houston, TX

Catherine Kamundi (Kenya), Artists for Recognition and Acceptance (AFRA-Kenya) and Gay and Lesbian Coalition of Kenya (GALCK), Nairobi

Krassimir Kanev (Bulgaria), Chair, Bulgarian Helsinki Committee, Sofia

Vania Kaneva (Bulgaria), Student, School of Oriental and African Studies, London

K.G. Kannabiran (India), National President, People's Union for Civil Liberties, Secunderabad Naina Kapur (India), Legal Consultant and Resource Director, Asia-Pacific Advisory Forum for Judicial Education on Equality Issues, Gurgaon

Sergi Karakashev (Bulgaria), RF ISKRA, Shumen

Katarzyna Kavecka (Poland), Citizen, Bytom
Helen Kayiannidis (UK), Citizen, London
Mouhamed Kebe (Senegal), Attorney at Law, Partner, GENI-SANKALE-KEBE, Dakar
Ramadan Kehauv (Bulgaria), BHK, Sofia
Graham Kelly (UK), Former Chief Executive, Football Association, London
Mark Kelly (UK), LGBT
Martina Kelly (Ireland), Equality worker, Dublin
Nanei Kelly (USA), Citizen, Austin
Shakil Ahmed Khan (Bangladesh), Advocate, Supreme Court of Bangladesh; Member, Environmental Lawyers Association; Lawyer, Action and Disability and Development (ADD), Dhaka
Arun Khote (India), Peoples Media Advocacy & Resource Centre - Dalit Rights, Nagpur, Maharashtra
Marcus Rohon Kibel (UK), Support Worker, Central & Cecil (London)
John Killeen (UK), Charity Support Worker, Cara Housing Association, London
Andrew Kitchener (UK), University of East Anglia, Norwich
Phillip Kitcher (UK), Citizen, London
Francesca Klug (UK), Professorial Research Fellow, London School of Economics, London
Ruth Knowles (UK), Singer, London
Neža Kogovšek (Slovenia), Human Rights Lawyer, Peace Institute, Ljubljana
Orlin Kolev (Bulgaria), Regional Policy Development Centre, Sofia
Josepf Koren (Latvia), Chairman, Latvian Antifascist Committee, Riga
Ahmed Koson (Nigeria), Civil Society Coalition on Education for All (CSACEFA), Jalingo
Magdalena Kotlarczyk (Poland), Citizen
Maria Kovacs (Romania), Reading and Writing for Critical Thinking International Consortium, Cluj Napoca
Valentin Kovalenko (UK), Support Instructor, Hazelbury Junior School, London

Elena Krasteva (Bulgaria), Legal Assistant, Bulgarian Helsinki Committee, Sofia

Stefan Krause (Greece), Election Expert, Political Analyst, Athens

Lev Kreft (Slovenia), Professor of Aesthetics, University of Ljubljana; Director, Peace Institute, Ljubljana

Agnieszka Kubasik (Poland), Citizen, Torun

Anna Kubik (Poland), Citizen, London

Slavka Kukova (Bulgaria), Bulgarian Helsinki Committee, Sofia

Chang Kun (China), Activist, YIRENPING Center, Beijing

Vladimir Kupchik (Latvia), Co-founder, Russian Community Association of Jurmala, Jurmala

Zhanna Kupchik (Latvia), Member of the Jurmala City Council, Jurmala

Asta Kurtinaityte (Lithuania), Student, Kaunas

Barbara Kussbach (Austria), Human Rights Lawyer; Ombudsperson for Equal Treatment, Vienna

Saskia Kyas (Germany), The Equal Rights Trust, London

Yu-Ching Lai (-)*, Student, Changhua

Shulee Lais (UK), Citizen, London

Charlotte Langridge (UK), Citizen, London

Frankie Langridge (UK), Student, London

Charles Lamb (Canada), Citizen

Mark Lattimer (UK), Executive Director, Minority Rights Group International, London

Tan-chid Lau (-)*, Student, London

Eileen Lavery (UK), Head of Strategic Law Enforcement, Equality Commission for Northern Ireland, Belfast
Hollie Leandro-Edwards (UK), Citizen, London
Terry Lee (-)*, Student, Taipei

Paul Le Gendre (USA), Director, Fighting Discrimination Program, Human Rights First, New York

Alice M. Leonard (UK), Formerly Head of Strategic Law Enforcement, Equal Opportunities Commission of Great Britain, Bath

Csilla Kollonay Lehoczky (Hungary), Professor of Law, Central European University; Member of the European Committee of Social Rights at the Council of Europe, Budapest

Anthony Lester (UK), Member of the House of Lords; Founding Chair of The Equal Rights Trust, London

Paul Leung (USA), University of North Texas, Denton, TX

Ljiljana Levkov (Serbia), Child psychologist, Belgrade
Oliver Lewis (Hungary/UK), Executive Director, Mental Disability Advocacy Center, Budapest

Claire L’Heureux-Dube (Canada), Former Justice of the Supreme Court of Canada; Trustee, The Equal Rights Trust, Quebec City

Alexia Liakounakou (Greece), School of Oriental and African Studies, London

Pavel Limanskiy (Russia), OK Am egri, Rostov on Don

Geraldine Lindsay (UK), Advice Worker, London Gypsy and Traveller Unit, London

Bengt Lindqvist (Sweden), Former United Nations Special Rapporteur on Disability; Former Cabinet Minister in Sweden, Stockholm

Ognian Lipovski (Bulgaria), Information and Consultancy Centre, Sofia

Scott Long (USA), Director, Lesbian, Gay, Bisexual and Transgender Rights Program, Human Rights Watch, New York

Xsuan-yuen Long Xi (China), President, Hong Guang Alliance, Jinan City, Shandong Province

Gemma Lougheed (Ireland) Citizen, Dublin

Janet Love (South Africa), Human rights activist, Johannesburg
Kai Yin Low (Malaysia), Grants Writer, Faculty of Law and Management, University of Essex, Kuala Lumpur

Roberton Lozcalzo (Spain), Student, Madrid

Maria Lubin (UK), Support Worker, Central & Cecil, London

Sebastian Ludwig (Germany), Citizen, Berlin
William Lusumbe (UK), Citizen, London

A Lutwana (UK), Citizen, London

Tracy Lutwyche (UK), Citizen, London

C. Lyn (-)* Student, London

Kathleen Lynch (Ireland), Professor of Equality Studies, University College Dublin, Dublin

Denise Lytle (USA), Citizen, New Jersey

Abdul Mabood (India), Campaigner for the rights of people with psychosocial and mental disabilities in India, New Delhi

Kate MacDonald (United Kingdom), Student, London

Niall MacEntee Creighton (United Kingdom), Student, London

Vladimir Macura (Serbia), Architect, International Association AIA; Vice President, Society for Improvement of Local Roma Communities; Editor, Roma Housing News, Belgrade

Marilyn Magner (UK), Student, Aberystwyth University, Aberystwyth

Dina Magy (Romania), Director, Dej

Jaime Maisonneuve (Spain), Retired, Palma

Namo Sh. Majeed (Iraq), Executive Director, Civil Society Initiative – CSI, Sulaimaniyah, Kurdistan Region

Aj Malin (UK), Retired - Minister of the Gospel, Southend on Sea, Essex

Susan Maloney (UK), Administration Officer, Haringey LBC, London
Tiyanjana Maluwa (Malawi/USA), Professor of Law and Director, Pennsylvania State University School of International Affairs, University Park, P.A.

Karim Mamdani (Canada), Sofia University, Bulgaria, Toronto

Jim Manning (UK), Citizen, London

Laura Torres Mantelet (Spain), Student, Murcia

Letitia Mark (Romania), Roma Women’s Association “For Our Children” affiliated with International Roma Women’s Network and ERTF, Timisoara

Vivienne Marsh (UK), Housing Manager, Swindon

Ian Martin (UK), Former Secretary General of Amnesty International, Kathmandu

Caroline Martinez (Spain), Citizen

Lou Mason (UK), Citizen, Bedford

David Kuria Mbote (Kenya), Gay and Lesbian Coalition of Kenya, Nairobi

Jerry McAdams (UK), Citizen

Dominic McCambridge (UK), Teacher, London

Heather McClaggan (UK), Software Engineer, London

Sally McConnell (UK), Citizen

Christopher McCruden (UK), Professor of Human Rights Law, Oxford University, Oxford

Shayne McCullough (UK), Student, London

Gay J. McDougall (USA), United Nations Independent Expert on minority issues; Trustee, The Equal Rights Trust, Washington D.C.

L. McElhill (UK), Teacher, London

Rebecca McGarney (New Zealand), Citizen, Christchurch

Chelsea McKenzie (UK), Citizen, London
Elizabeth Meehan (UK), Professor Emerita, School of Law, Institute of Governance, Queen’s University Belfast, West Linton

Belachew Mekuria (Ethiopia), Institute of Human Rights, Addis Ababa University, Addis Ababa

Ramiza Memedi (Croatia), Roma Women’s Organization “Better future”, Zagreb

Julieta P. G. Mendes (Guinea-Bissau), Program Development Advisor, SOS Kinderdorf International, Regional Office North/West Africa, Banjul, Gambia

Juan E. Mendez (Argentina), President, International Center for Transitional Justice, New York

Toni Menkinoski (FYR Macedonia), Human Rights Activist, Skopje

Bruno Mesquita (Portugal), International Civil Servant, Budapest

Juliet Michaelson (UK), New Economics Foundation, London

Eugenia Mijangos (Guatemala), CLADEM Guatemala, Guatemala

Diana Miladinovic (Serbia), Labris, Lesbian human rights organisation, Belgrade

Vadim Mileshchuk (Israel), Anarchist-Communist-Independence Party, Holon

Nassir Mir (UK), Prontaprint, London

Gabriel Miranda (Spain), Student, Albacete

Aneta Genova Mircheva (Bulgaria), Bulgarian Helsinki Committee, Sofia

Ben Mishell (UK), LGBT Labour, Manchester

Purushottam Mishra (Nepal), Forum for Women, Law and Development, Kathmandu

Gabriella Mitchell (UK), Citizen, London

Victoria Mitchell (UK), Lawyer, London

Miroslavs Mitrofanovs (Latvia), Member of Saeima (Parliament of Latvia), Riga

Bernadetha H. Mkandya (Tanzania), Advocate and human rights activist, Dar Es Salaam

Daniel Moeccki (UK), University of Nottingham, Nottingham
Viktória Mohácsi (Hungary), Member of the European Parliament, Budapest

Paul Mojzes (USA), Professor, Rosemont College, Pennsylvania

Howard Mollett (UK), Citizen, London

Saknarong Mongkol (Thailand), The Academic Group of Law for Society, Bangkok

Jessica Montell (Israel), Executive Director, B’Tselem, Jerusalem

Luis Montero (UK), Open Society Institute - London office, London

Gay Moon (UK), Equality and diversity expert, London

David N Moore (USA), Citizen, Connecticut

Peter Moore (UK), Liberal Democrat Sheffield City Councillor; Member of the European Union's Committee of Regions, Sheffield

Alice Morrissey (UK), Citizen, London

Crina Morteana (Romania), PhD, National School of Political Studies and Public Administration – NSPSPA, Bucharest

Liz Mottershaw (UK), Human Rights Consultant, London

Tobirus Mozelle Newby (USA), Social Worker, North Carolina

Tafadzwa Ralph Mugabe (Zimbabwe), Project Manager, Human Rights Defenders, Zimbabwe Lawyers for Human Rights, Harare

Tariq Mukadam (United Kingdom), Architect and member of RIBA, London

Omega Mukaraeye (Thailand), Imperial College London, Bangkok

Frank Mulcahy (Ireland), Information Officer, Disabled People's International Europe, Celbridge

Claudia-Silviana Muresan (Romania), PhD, Political Science, Rotterdam

Alys Murphy (Canada), Ernestine’s Women’s Shelter, Toronto

Cathy Murray (Ireland), Citizen, Cork
Barca Elongo Musafiri (DR Congo), Association pour le Développement des Initiatives Féminines, ADIF/MANIEMA, Kindu

Lawrence M. Mute (Kenya), Commissioner, Kenya National Commission on Human Rights, Nairobi

Hilary Muthui (Kenya), Advocate of the High Court of Kenya, Nairobi

Vijay Nagaraj (India), Research Director, International Council of Human Rights Policy, Geneva

Melina Nardi (Italy), Ex Roma refugee camp of Villa Salus, Bologna

Niraj Nathwani (Austria), Programme Manager, European Union Agency for Fundamental Rights, Vienna

Artur Nazimov (Estonia), Web Traffic Coordinator, Advertising.com, Tallinn

Aryeh Neier (USA), President, Open Society Institute, New York

Dobrosav Nesic (Serbia), Committee for Human Rights, Leskovac

Mona Nicoara (Romania), Documentary filmmaker/independent consultant, Bucharest

Ian Nicholls (UK), Accord Union, Leeds

Amy Nicholson (UK), Teacher, London

Radost Nikolaeva (Bulgaria), Writer; Chair of the Board, KRUG Foundation; Member, Bulgarian Helsinki Committee, Sofia

Miglena Nikolchina (Bulgaria), Sofia University, Sofia

Delia Luiza Nita (Romania), Anti-discrimination Programme Manager, Center for Legal Resources, Bucharest

Bob Niven (UK), Board Member, Office of the Public Guardian; former Chief Executive of the British Disability Rights Commission; Trustee, The Equal Rights Trust, London

Paul Ritchmond Ngobeh (UK), Asylum Seekers' Health Team, Birmingham

Laura Nobili (Italy), Italian citizen working for Roma rights, Rome

Peter Norton (UK), Consultant, Roma, Gypsy and Traveller Education, London

Natalia Novozhilova (Russia), Journalists' Trade Union, Vladimir
Manfred Nowak (Austria), United Nations Special Rapporteur on torture and other cruel, inhuman or degrading treatment or punishment; Professor of International Human Rights Protection, University of Vienna, Vienna

Mojalefa Zacharia Ntlatlapa (Lesotho), ILC LESOTHO - enhancing the power of people with disabilities and/or their families, Maseru

Edwin Nebolisa Nwakaeme (Gambia), Africa in Democracy and Good Governance (ADG), Kanifing

Colm O’Cinneide (Ireland), Senior Lecturer in Law, University College London, London

Francis O’Connor (Ireland), School of Oriental and African Studies, Limerick

Chidi Anselm Odinkalu (Nigeria), Director, Africa Programme, Open Society Justice Initiative, Abuja

Michael O’Flaherty (Ireland), Professor of Applied Human Rights, University of Nottingham; Member of the United Nations Human Rights Committee, Nottingham

Colm O’Gorman (Ireland), Executive Director, Amnesty International Ireland, Dublin

Shade Ogumtoyimbo (Nigeria), Support Worker, Central & Cecil, London

Naomi O’Higgins (UK), Solicitor, London

Barigo Gabriel Okuba (Vanuatu), Lawyer, Kampala

Lavinia Olmazu (UK), Haringey Children’s Services, London

Ioana Raluca Oprisan (Romania), Project on Ethnic Relations, Regional Center for Central, Eastern and Southeastern Europe, Bucharest

Kim Ora-A (USA), Citizen, Hawaii

Wiktor Osiatynski (Poland), Professor of Comparative Constitutionalism and Human Rights, Central European University, Warsaw

Norani Othman (Malaysia), Professor of Sociology at UKM, the National University of Malaysia, Kuala Lumpur

Ostalinda Maya Ovalle (Spain/Mexico), Women’s Rights Officer, European Roma Rights Centre, Budapest
Alexander Owusu (Ghana), Solicitor, London

John Packer (Canada/UK), Professor of Law, Director, Human Rights Centre, University of Essex, Colchester

Fiona Palmer (Belgium/UK), European discrimination law expert, Brussels

Stefan Panayotov (Bulgaria), Medical doctor, Sliven

Cara Parbery (UK), Support Worker, Central & Cecil, London

Michael Parker (UK), Journalist, The Big Issue, London

Sujan Patel (USA), Loyola University Medical Center, Chicago

Pramila Patten (Mauritius), Expert, United Nations Convention on the Elimination of Discrimination Against Women, Port Louis

Marco Pavconesi (Italy), Student, Florence

Gordana Pecanac (Serbia), Economist, Belgrade

Wendy Peck (UK), Citizen, Luton

Graham Peebles (Scotland), PhD Student, Geneva

Kevin Peel (UK), Labour Party Activist, Manchester

Kirilka Peeva-Müller (Hungary), Intercultural Management Consultant, MBA, Budapest

Tatjana Peric (Hungary), Senior Research Coordinator, European Roma Rights Centre, Budapest

Katherine Perks (UK), Legal Researcher, The Equal Rights Trust, London

Jurij Perov (Latvia), Member, Russian Cultural Association of Jelgava; Director of a Travel agency and expert in cultural tourism, Jelgava

Stanimir Petrov (Bulgaria), Bulgarian Helsinki Committee, Sofia

Dimitrina Petrova (Bulgaria), Executive Director, The Equal Rights Trust, London

Mary Philbin (Ireland), Support Worker, Birmingham
Sonia Picado (Costa Rica), President, Inter-American Institute of Human Rights; Trustee, The Equal Rights Trust, London

Luca Pirozzi (Belgium), European Commission, Brussels

Valentina Piskunova (Latvia), Chair of the Board, The Union of Belorussians of Latvia, Riga

Jakovs Pliners (Latvia), Chairman of For Human Rights in a United Latvia (FHRUL); Political group of the Saeima (Parliament of Latvia), Riga

Petra Pojer (Switzerland), Attorney at Law, Singapore

Vadim Poleshchuk (Estonia), Legal Information Centre for Human Rights, Tallinn

David Pollock (UK), President, European Humanist Federation, London

Roxane Poor-Hang (UK), School of Oriental and African Studies, London

Nenad Porobic (Serbia), Peace Activist, Belgrade

Ramesh Kumar Prasai (Nepal), Nepalese Society of Victimology (NESOV), Kathmandu

Alessandra Prati (UK), Designer, London

Patricia Prendiville (Ireland), Executive Director, ILGA Europe (The European Region of the International Gay and Lesbian Association), Brussels

Danielle Prentice (UK), Student, London

Rosalind Preston (UK), Community activist working for equality for women, London

Jolene Price (UK), Citizen, London

Michael Privot (Belgium), Senior Campaigns & Networking Officer in an antiracist network; Researcher in the field of Islamic Studies, Verviers

Rick Provencio (USA), Citizen, Texas

Grattan Puxon (UK), Dale Farm Housing Association (representing 100 families), Crays Hill, Essex

Li Qian (China), Equality, Beijing
Chris Quill (New Zealand), Nokia, Auckland

Gerard Quinn (Ireland), Director, Centre or Disability Law & Policy, School of Law, National University of Ireland, Galway

Danielle Rabin (UK), Citizen, London

Simon Rabone (UK), Citizen, London

Frances Raday (Israel/UK), Director, Concord Research Center for Integration of International Law in Israel, College of Management Academic Studies; Chair, Israeli Association for Freedom of Science, Religion and Culture, Jerusalem

Michelle Radley (UK), Citizen, London

Juan Carlos Radovich (Argentina), PhD, Social Anthropologist, University of Buenos Aires - CONICET-INAPL, Buenos Aires

Georgij Raihman (Latvia), Economics student, University of Latvia, Riga

Leonid Raihman (Latvia), Latvian Human Rights Committee (FIDH), Riga

Inna Raikhman (Latvia), Musician, Riga

Brenda Y. Ramsay (USA), Existance, The Holy Universe: Engineering (Mechanical), Georgia Institute of Technology, Tallahassee

Shalini Rani (United Kingdom), School of Oriental and African Studies, London

Ali Seedo Rasho (Iraq), President, Yezidi Cultural Association, Mosul

Natasa Rasic (Serbia), Deputy Country Director/Legal Advisor, Canada-Serbia Judicial Reform Project, Belgrade

Filip Ratkowski (Poland), Journalist, Krakow

Roger Raupp Rios (Brazil), Federal Judge; Professor of Constitutional Law; Porto Alegre, Rio Grande do Sul

Sultana Razia (Bangladesh), Social Justice Advocate, Dhaka

Edwin Rekosh (USA), Executive Director, Public Interest Law Institute, New York
Niko Rergo (Ukraine), Chairman, Odessa Regional Roma Congress, Odessa

Maksim Reva (Estonia), Citizen, Tallinn

Rhys (UK), Citizen, Mid Glamorgan

Giada Ribaudi (UK), Hospitality department, London

Rudy Ridgewell (UK), Citizen, London
Nathan Keith Ritter (UK), Student, Newcastle

Rudi Muhammad Rizki (Indonesia), United Nations Independent Expert on human rights and international solidarity; Senior Lecturer in Human Rights Law, Faculty of Law, Padjadjaran University, Bandung

Ian Roberts (UK), Citizen, Norwich

Elaine Robinson (UK), Citizen

Nigel Rodley (UK), Professor of Law; Chair, Human Rights Centre, University of Essex, Colchester

Natalie Rodrigues (UK), Citizen, London

Peter R. Rodrigues (The Netherlands), Head of Research and Documentation, Anne Frank House, Amsterdam

Bernard Rorke (Hungary), Director of Roma Initiatives, Open Society Institute, Budapest

Savelina Roussinova (Bulgaria), Open Society Institute - Hungary, Budapest

Kirity Roy (India), Banglar Manabadhikar Suraksha Mancha (MASUM), Howrah – Kolkata

Michael Rubenstein (UK), Publisher, Rubenstein Publishing (Equal Opportunities Review); Trustee, The Equal Rights Trust, London

Leonid Rudnik (Russia), Sales Manager, Global Cell Ltd, London

Dana Run-Hakonardottir (Iceland), Student, London Metropolitan University, Reykjavik

Rumian Russinov (Bulgaria), Deputy Director, Roma Education Fund, Budapest

Robert E. Rutkowski (USA), Educator, Topeka, KA
Nzovu Job Ruzage (Rwanda), Affiliate, Human Rights First Rwanda Association, Kigali

Elizabeth Ryan (Ireland), Citizen

Fiona Ryan (UK), Law Student, London

Una Ryan (Ireland), Community Worker, Waterford Women's Community Network, Waterford Traveller Community Development Project, Waterford

Lene Ryden (Denmark), Teacher, Johanna Primary School, Copenhagen

Daniel Sabbagh (France), Senior Research Fellow, Centre d'études et de recherché internationales, Paris

Prutus M. Sackie (Liberia), Master student in Human Rights and Conflict Management, Scuola Superiore Sant'Anna, Italy; Programme Officer, Center for Media Studies and Peace Building, Monrovia

Ounissi Saida (France), Citizen, Paris

Josefin Salomonsson (Sweden), Citizen, Ostersund

Ursula Sam (UK), Citizen, London

Maura Sanchez (Spain), Individual, Madrid

Derek Sanner (USA), Real Estate, Buford, MA

Jose Santos (Spain), President, Federació d’Associacions Gitanes de Catalunya, Barcelona

Aygul Saparova (Turkmenistan), LLM Student, International Law, LondonMet University; 2005 PILI Fellow, Ashgabat/London

Sandeep Satharam (New Zealand), Student, Auckland

Y. B. Satyanarayana (India), Centre for Dalit Studies, Secunderabad, Tarnaka

Peter Saunders (UK), Gypsy Roma Traveller Achievement Service, Leeds

Elena Saura (Spain), Fundación Secretariado Gitano, Madrid

Igor Sazhin (Russia), Memorial, Syktykvar
Luciano Scagliotti (Italy), Board Member, European Network Against Racism (ENAR), Turin

Debra L. Schultz (USA), Historian, Gender Justice Advocate, New York, NY

Martin Schunke (Bulgaria), Citizen, Sofia

Kelly Davina Scott (Jamaica), Equal Rights Trust, London

Nicholas Seagers (UK), Student, Kent

Ali Sedo Rash (Iraq) Citizen, Mosul

Larissa Semjonova (Estonia), Deputy Director, Legal Information Centre for Human Rights, Tallinn

Jean-Jacque Sene (Senegal), Chatham University, Assistant Professor of History, Global Focus Programme Coordinator, Pittsburgh, PA

Magdalena Sepulveda Carmona (Chile), United Nations Independent Expert on the question of human rights and extreme poverty, Geneva

A. Seth (UK), Citizen, Kent

Anna Sevortian (Russia), Deputy Director, Centre for the Development of Democracy and Human Rights, Moscow

Gulnara Shahinian (Armenia), United Nations Special Rapporteur on Contemporary Forms of Slavery, Yerevan

Madi Sharma (UK), Member, European Economic & Social Committee, Brussels

Theodore Shaw (USA), Professor of Professional Practice, Columbia Law School; Trustee, The Equal Rights Trust, New York

Ivan Shearer (Australia), Vice-Chairperson, United Nations Human Rights Committee; Emeritus Professor of Law, University of Sydney, Sydney

Dinah Shelton (USA), Manatt/ Ahn Professor of International Law, The George Washington University Law School, Washington, D.C.

Leivi Sher (Estonia), Journalist, Tallinn

Naomi Shosfman (UK), Company Secretary, London
Linos-Alexander Sicilianos (Greece), Rapporteur of the United Nations Committee on the Elimination of Racial Discrimination (CERD), Athens

Chris Sidoti (Australia), Formerly Australian Human Rights Commissioner (1995-2000) and Director of the International Service for Human Rights (2003-2007); Adjunct Professor, University of Western Sydney and Australian Catholic University, Sydney

Santosh Sigdel (Nepal), General Secretary, Citizens’ Campaign for Right to Information (CCRI), Kathmandu

Anne-Marie Sigmund (Austria), Representative of the Austrian Federal Committee of Professions for European Affairs; former President of the European Economic and Social Committee; Rapporteur on the EESC-Opinion on Minorities (Roma), Vienna

Hannah Silverstein (UK), Student, Brighton

Marinica Sima (UK), Member, Romanian Roma Community in London, London

Desislava Simeonova (Bulgaria), Bulgarian Helsinki Committee, Sofia

Lea Simokovic (Croatia), Central European University, Zagreb

Andrea Slilayi (Hungary), Citizen, London

David Smith (UK), Brighton and Hove City Council, Brighton

Fuchsia Smith (UK), Citizen, London

James Smith (UK), Citizen, Farnborough

Matt Smith (UK), TravellerSpace, Penzance

Ray Smith (UK), Planning Secretary, London

Rajinder Sohpal (UK), Equality Campaigner, Reading

Musa Ansumana Soko (Sierra Leone), Coordinator, Youth Partnership for Peace and Development - Sierra Leone, Freetown

Vladimirs Sokolovs (Latvia), Union of Citizens and Non-Citizens, Riga

Juris Sokolovskis (Latvia), MP; Member of for Human Rights in a United Latvia (FHRUL) political group of the Saeima (Parliament of Latvia), Riga
Jenny Southan (UK), Journalist, London
Bruna Souza (Brazil), Citizen, Boa Vista
Luziare Souza (Brazil), Student, Boa Vista
Edward Soyir-Yariga (Ghana), Peace and Security Office, USAID/West Africa, Accra
Robin Spruell (UK), Student, London
Nigel John Stame (UK), Citizen, Exeter
Alexia Stamiri (Greece), Postgraduate of International Law/ Human Rights, Nicosia
Violeta Stanimirova Sirakova (Bulgaria), Software Developer, Sofia
Alison Stanley (UK), Solicitor, London
Lawrence Stark (Australia), Mardi Gras, Sydney
Peter Sterancak (Slovakia), Self-employed, Bratislava
Margaret Stokes (UK), Community Engagement Officer, Haringey Council, London
Christine Stoll (Germany), Equality Commission, Northern Ireland
Ventzislav Stoyanov (Bulgaria), Driver, Calgary
Stoyana Stoyanova (Bulgaria), Advertising and marketing specialist for a Bulgarian publishing house, Sofia
Fuad Suleymanov (Azerbaijan), Open Society Institute – Assistance Foundation Azerbaijan, Baku
Mihai Surdu (Romania), Roma Education Fund, Budapest
Andrew Swann (UK), BBC Technical Operator, Tunbridge Wells
Harriet Swinerd (UK), Citizen, Brighton
Veronika Szente Goldston (USA), Advocacy Director for Europe and Central Asia, Human Rights Watch, New York
Erika Szyszczak (UK), Professor of European Law and Labour Law, University of Leicester, Leicester
Iman Sayed Taha (Sudan), CEU Student, Khartoum
Sylvia Tamale (Uganda), Professor and Dean, Faculty of Law, Makerere University; Trustee, The Equal Rights Trust, Kampala

Toni Tashev (Bulgaria), Roma Education Fund, Sofia

Anna-Lisa Taylor (UK), Student, London

Wilder Taylor (Uruguay), Deputy Secretary-General, International Commission of Jurists Alessandro Tavanti (Italy), Student, Florence

Julia Tawayea (USA), Citizen, Pennsylvania

Joseph Teti (Ivory Coast), IT Support Engineer, Abidjan

Ian Thomas (UK), Project Worker, Equinox, London

Emma Thompson (UK), Citizen, London

Jose Thompson (Costa Rica), Director, Centre for Electoral Assistance and Promotion, InterAmerican Institute of Human Rights, San Jose

Laura Thompson (UK), Baker, London

Patrick Thornberry (UK), Professor of International Law, Keele University; Fellow of Kellogg College, University of Oxford, Keele

Arna Thorleifdottir (Iceland), LGBT Activist, London

Joanna Thwaite (UK), Buckinghamshire County Council, High Wycombe

Henri Tiphagne (India), Lawyer and Executive Director; People’s Watch, Madurai, Tamil Nadu

Christopher James Tipler (UK), Student, London

Sarah Toner (Ireland), Policy & Communications Co-ordinator, Integrating Ireland, Dublin

Jeanne To-Thanh-Hein (Canada), Network for Human Rights, Equality and Social Justice, Ottawa

Gail Toutain (France), Lawyer, Luxembourg

Jaclyn Trecartin (Canada), Citizen

Lui-Ching Tu (*), Student, Taipei
Sergey Tydyakov (Estonia), Advocate on language rights and citizenship, Tallinn

Sharlene Tygesen (Canada), Citizen, Toronto

Radoila Tzetkova Hristova (Bulgaria), Bulgarian Helsinki Committee, Sofia

Paola Uccellari (UK), Parliamentary Legal Officer, the Odysseus Trust, London

Walter Ugarhovic (UK), Citizen, Reading

Unnar Unnarsson (Iceland), Student, Reykjavik

Rodrigo Uprimny (Colombia), Professor at the National University and Director of the Center of Studies "Dejusticia", Bogota

Anthony Uwaya (Nigeria), Student, SLAU University, Lagos

Mirian Alicia Valderrama Aguilar (Peru), Student, Social Work, Trujillo

Theo Van Boven (The Netherlands), Professor of International Law, University of Maastricht, Maastricht

Saana Valpuri Keskitalo (Finland), School of Oriental and African Studies, Helsinki

Emma-Louise van Leusden (Canada), Barrister & Solicitor, Legal Aid Ontario, Toronto

Julija Varujan (Slovenia), Journalist, Ljubljana

Elena Vasile (Romania), Citizen, London

Rodrigo Villa (Mexico), Citizen, P.F

Waldo Villalpando (Argentina), Professor of Law, UCEL, Buenos Aires

Evangelia Vlami (Greece), Lesbian activist, Athens

Georgi Voynov (Bulgaria), Bulgarian Helsinki Committee, Sofia

Nevena Vuckovic-Sahovic (Serbia), Member of the United Nations Committee on the Rights of the Child; President of the Child Rights Centre, Belgrade

Lisa Waddington (The Netherlands), European Disability Forum, Chair in European Disability Law, Maastricht University, Maastricht
Agnieszka Walsh (UK), The Children’s Society, London
Bernadette Walsh (UK), Citizen, Bedford
David Walsh (UK), Citizen, London
Helena Walsh (Ireland), Cara Housing Association, London
Patrick Walsh (UK), Cara Housing Association, London
PJ Walsh (UK), Jocian Services, London
Dugan Warn (UK), Citizen, London
Joy Watson (UK), Citizen, Maidstone
Renate Weber (Romania), Member of the European Parliament (Group of the Alliance of Liberals and Democrats for Europe). Member of the Committee on Civil Liberties, Justice and Home Affairs, Bucharest/Brussels
Diane West (UK), Access to Education Officer for Gypsies, Travellers and Roma, Luton
David Weissbrodt (USA), Professor of Law, University of Minnesota, Minneapolis, MN
Natasha Wesolowska (UK), Citizen, London
Emma Whiley (New Zealand), Law student, Canterbury University, Christchurch
Chris Whitwell (UK), Director, Friends, Families and Travellers, Brighton Carly
Whyborn (UK), Citizen, London
Alpha Wi (Germany), Citizen
Roman Wieruszewski (Poland), Director, Poznan Human Rights Centre, Institute of Legal Studies, Warsaw
Sophie Wiles (UK), Traveller Liaison Worker, Buckinghamshire
Dane Wilet (New Zealand), NHS, London
G. Williams (UK), Student, London
Harold Williams (Malawi), Chairman & founder, Centre for Harmony Amongst the Races in Malawi
Lisa Williamson (UK), Citizen, Peterborough

Nina Witoszek FitzPatrick (Norway), Research Professor, Centre for Development and the Environment (SUM), University of Oslo, Oslo

Asha Wolfe-Robinson (UK), LGBT

James Woodman (UK), Citizen, London

Derrick Wong (USA), Non-profit advisor, Paris

Anthea Wormington (UK), Member of NATT+ and Traveller Education Service (London)

John Wrench (UK/Norway), Professor at the Centre for Migration and Refugee Studies, NTNU Social Research, Trondheim

Trevor Wright (USA), Citizen, Georgia

Yaojun Wu (China), Juris Master, Zhejiang University, Guanghua Law School, Hangzhou

Dianna M. Yach (UK), Director, Ionann Management Consultants Ltd - a management consultancy committed to promoting equality, London

Hiroshi Yamaga (Japan), Student, London

Wan Yanhai (China), Director, Beijing AIZHIXING Institute of Health Education, Beijing

Serap Yildirim (UK), Financial and Administrative Manager, The Equal Rights Trust, London

Liu Yong (China), China University of Political Science and Law, Beijing

Patrick Yu (UK), Executive Director, Northern Ireland Council for Ethnic Minorities, Belfast

Anna Laura Zanatta (Italy), University of Rome "La Sapienza", Rome

Emerson A. Zanette (Brazil/ UK), Citizen, London

Eddy Irigoitia Zárate (Paraguay), Lawyer affiliated to Círculo de Abogadas del Paraguay; Member, CLADEM-Py-Comité Latinoamericano y del Caribe de Defensa de los derechos de la mujer, Asunción

Andrei Zarenkov (Estonia), The Estonian Association against Nazism, Tallinn
Mandana Zarrehparvar (Denmark), The Danish Institute for Human Rights, Copenhagen

Alfred de Zayas (Switzerland), Professor, Geneva School of Diplomacy, Grand Saconnex

Kai Kai Zhang (China), Student, Henan University of Science and Technology, Luoyang

Maya Ziberna (Slovenia), Journalist, Ljubljana

Asida Zilic (Bosnia and Herzegovina), Advocate, Visoko

Hajrija Mujovic Zornic (Serbia), PhD, Senior Research Fellow, Institute of Social Sciences, Centre for Legal Researches, Belgrade

Ruslan Zuev (Russia), Charity fund "Rainbow", Moscow

Marcel Zwamborn (The Netherlands), Consultant on Human Rights; Alternate Member, Equal Treatment Commission, Utrecht

Gilberto Rincón Gallardo, President of the National Council for the Prevention of Discrimination of Mexico (CONAPRED), and a prominent anti-discrimination advocate in the Latin American region, participated in the drafting of the Declaration and attended the April conference in London. He died on 30 August 2008 while the Declaration was being finalised. Although he could not personally endorse the final text, CONAPRED, the organisation that he led, signed up to the Declaration.

* NOTE: The country designation (-) indicates that the signatory did not identify as a national of one of the member states of the United Nations (http://www.un.org/en/members/index.shtml).
The following organisations have welcomed and expressed their support for the Declaration of Principles on Equality:

AEAH / FAIH PLUS ULTRA (Spain)
Asia Pacific Forum on Women, Law and Development (APWLD) (Thailand)
Associazione osservAzione (Italy)
Berinyuy Women Development Cooperative (BERWODEVCOOP) (Cameroon)
Center for Interethnic Cooperation (Russia)
Center for Legal Resources (Romania)
Centre for Harmony Amongst the Races in Malawi (CHARM) (Malawi)
Centro d’Iniziativa per l’Europa (CIE) (Italy)
China Orchid AIDS Project (China)
Civil Society Initiative (Iraq)
Dale Farm Housing Association (UK)
Disabled People's International Europe (UK)
Discrimination Lawyers’ Association (UK)
Equality Commission for Northern Ireland (UK)
European Roma Information Office (Belgium)
The Federation of Roma Associations in Catalonia (FAGiC) (Spain)
Friends, Families and Travellers (UK) Gypsy Council of Thames Valley (UK)
Hollo Human Rights Consulting (France)
Human Rights First (USA)
Human Rights First Rwanda Association (Rwanda)
Human Rights Law Network (India)
Hungarian National Federation of Disabled People's Associations (MEOSZ) (Hungary)
ILGA Europe (The European Region of the International Gay and Lesbian Association) (Belgium)
INTERIGHTS – the International Centre for the Legal Protection of Human Rights (UK) International Gay and Lesbian Human Rights Commission (IGLHRC) (USA)
The Latvian Human Rights Committee (Latvia)
Little People of Kosovo (Kosovo)
Lolo Dildo: Roma Against Racism (USA)
Low Income Families Together (LIFT) (Canada)
Manchu Action (China)
Mental Disability Advocacy Centre (Hungary)
National Council for the Prevention of Discrimination (CONAPRED) (Mexico)
Organization for Good Life of the Marginalized (Uganda)
Partnership for Justice (Nigeria)
The Peace Institute (Slovenia)
People’s Union for Civil Liberties (India)
Snehi - An Organization for Psychosocial Support and Mental Health Care (India)
Students’ Union of the School of Oriental and African Studies
Voice of the Voiceless Foundation (Ghana)
Voluntary Promotional Program of Disability Mentoring Days (DMD) (Kosovo)